Score Planner™
Take control of your security
rating and easily boost your score
Score Planner provides full transparency into how specific issues

Continuously Monitor the
Security Health of Any
Organization
SecurityScorecard provides instant
visibility into enterprise security
posture as well as the cyberhealth
of all vendors and partners in any

impact scores and automatically generates a recommended plan
of issues to remediate in order to achieve a “target” letter grade.
If the recommendations do not fully meet your company’s security
priorities, the plan can be customized or easily recreated using
SecurityScorecard’s simple user interface. Once a plan is ready,
you and your teammates can download it as a CSV for convenient
integration with your issue tracking systems.

organization’s ecosystem. The
platform uses trusted commercial
and open-source threat feeds,

Capabilities

and nonintrusive data collection

Use Score Planner to:

methods, to quantitatively evaluate

•

and continuously monitor the
security posture of thousands

Identify the information and tools you need to improve your
scores to desired levels

•

Prioritize issues that will improve your company’s security ratings

SecurityScorecard delivers the

•

Gain transparency into the results of specific issue remediations

most accurate, transparent, and

•

Select one or more issues for remediation and see, if fixed, how

of organizations worldwide.

the overall grade will improve

comprehensive security risk
ratings available for small to large

•

enterprises in every industry sector.

Autogenerate a detailed plan for specific issue remediation that
will achieve a target letter grade

•

Calculate the minimum number of issues required to remediate in
order to attain a desired score improvement
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Get Started
Creating a Score Plan is the first step. Go to the Issues page for your
scorecard. Once there, click on “Improve Your Score.” Specify your
target letter grade and we’ll generate a plan to help you achieve that
letter grade by addressing the fewest number of issues possible. You
can manually revise your plan or create your own from scratch on
demand. Once your plan is finalized, you can download it as a CSV
for convenient access.
Try the new SecurityScorecard Score Planner today. Whether
you are a vendor that needs to maintain a specific score or letter
grade, or a customer that wants to improve your enterprise score,
let Score Planner show you the way. At SecurityScorecard, we’re
prioritizing fair, accurate, and transparent security ratings. Score
Planner leverages this commitment by helping you take control of
your rating and easily boost your score.
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